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My name is Andreas Markdalen. 
Swedish Design geek working as a 
Principal Designer at frog in Milan, Italy. 
Sara’s husband and Julian’s dad.

I specialize in branding user experience 
through the means of visual design; 
translating business objectives, strategy 
and user needs into coherent design 
language systems.



Selection of my non-public work
(Can’t show this slide, sorry)



The space where interaction between 
humans and machines occurs

What is a User Interface?



...actually, it looks mostly like this.



Good times ahead

On display: 
Google Glass, Yahoo 
Weather, Raymond Weil.



Function vs. Form

EMOTIONAL
DESIGN
IS:

Intuitive
Surprising
Delightful
Engaging
Enjoyable
Appealing
Memorable
Recognizable
Poetic

FUNCTIONAL
DESIGN

IS:

Easy-to-use
Effective

Clear
Structured
Simplistic

Appropriate
Rational

Pragmatic
Analytic

Pragmatism vs. Poetry



On display: 
Flickr re-design 
before and after



Style vs. Design



“Design communicates on every level. It 
tells you where you are, cues you to what 

you can do, and facilitates the doing. 
Style is tautological; it communicates 
stylishness. In visual terms, style is an 

aspect of design; in commercial terms, 
style can communicate brand attributes.”

–  Jeffrey Zeldman



We strive for fluency
Good design is just right.



Ten pieces of advice
When Designing User Interfaces



Listen, Learn & Understand
The most crucial thing about design is to 

understand the context of your work. Understand 
business, strategic, user, brand, product and 

service needs. It’s all about the context.
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Put Storytelling at the Core
You’re designing a user interface but how does 

that interface fit in to bigger story? Who will 
use it? Where will they use it? Most importantly 

- why - will they use it?
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Storytelling video example
(Can’t show this slide, sorry)



Thrive on Constraints
Every project comes with a given medium; a device, 
a specific screen, a browser type or a methodology. 

Each medium will have its’ own constraints and 
restrictions. Utilize these constraints to the 

advantage of the final output.
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Design thrives on constraints, 
not on trends. 

– Erik Spiekermann



Define Principles 
to 

Drive the Visual Language

The visual language of an interface is becoming 
increasingly important to express a brands 

identity. By using guiding principles, or themes, 
for you visual design you can frame the language 

as a part of the user or brand experience.
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Aesthetic Integrity

Consistency

Direct Manipulation

Feedback

Metaphors

User Control



“When you start to interact with 
it, you get a sense of 

sophistication, that there’s a lot 
there, but the initial presentation 

is very simple and very clean.”

Jason Cornwell on the Google Design Language “Googleness”



The interface design 
language is becoming 

the primary brand
expression



Craft a Solid Framework
All user interfaces need a solid framework 
to stand upon. Classic design principles of 

graphic design and typography meets 
modern requirements for touch and gesture 

interactions. Old meets new.
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DEVICE 
CONSIDERATIONS



GRID TYPOGRAPHY USE OF COLOR

HIERARCHY BALANCE RHYTHM

MOVEMENT REPETITION SPACE









44 pt

44 pt

On display: 
Grid we designed for 
client based on minimum 
tappable area.
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Scale Patterns to Systems
There is no singular entity that is “the 

interface”. When you embark on a new 
journey, a new project, you start designing 
a new system. It’s a living organism that can 
change over years (and go beyond “you”). 
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On display: 
Apple’s Snow White
DLS designed by frog



On display: 
Following slides depict various Nike visual 
designs (not designed by myself, nor frog) 
used as an example to show good balance of 
style and design building a recognizable DLS.
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Prototype & Iterate
Projects need to be brought alive in order to be proofed 

and tested. The techniques vary from live code, to 
animation or simply by using pen and paper. Simulating 
the idea will enable further understanding of interface 
mechanics and make sure you fail fast without loosing 

significant time.
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Prototyping video example
(Can’t show this slide, sorry)



Prototyping video example
(Can’t show this slide, sorry)



Prototyping video example
(Can’t show this slide, sorry)



Surprise & Delight
In the world of interaction design the magical 

moments are often “in-between” the ones you design 
in Photoshop. By bringing and element of surprise and 

delight into the hidden areas of the user interface 
you’re able to create a more enjoyable user 

experience.
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On display: 
Mailbox signup process.



On display: 
Facebook and GMail 
empty states.





Maintain Focus
Projects are often long and difficult, you face 

problem that might alter or confuse your original 
vision. It’s important to maintain focus throughout 
the project, especially when you get towards the 

end. Try to fall in love with your solution many 
times throughout the process by reminding 

yourself why it mattered to you in the first place.
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Have Fun
You’re designing the future in many ways. 
We’re in this special moment in time when 
your ideas and designs are significant. Try 

to enjoy it and try to have some fun!
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Always.



“If you do it right, it will 
last forever”

Massimo Vignelli



Thanks!

Follow me on Twitter for more on UIs:
@AMarkdalen


